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Abstract
Unpredictable event is an event which happens anytime without notice that will
disrupt bus services. Bus crew is one of the causes of the unpredictable event as
if a bus crew comes late - s/he will cause certain bus to depart late. In this paper,
three types of bus crew lateness are defined which is Late For Sign-On (LFSO),
Late For Relief (LFR), and Late For Second Work (LFSW). However, this paper
will only discuss the solution for LFR type. When LFR happens, the schedule
needs to be rescheduled. Currently, there is no automated mechanism to handle
LFR issue especially in Internet of Thing (IoT) environment. Most real time
rescheduling approaches are not supported due to static schedules constraint.
Mathematical approaches require extensive computational power, therefore
delaying real-time results. Manual rescheduling by supervisor is likely to have an
errors and not an optimize solution. This paper presents a new approach for
rescheduling the bus crew’s timetable in the event of LFR. The multi agent
system will adapt quickly to the dynamic environments to find the best and
optimize solutions. The experiment of LFR is conducted by using the
AgentPower simulation tool. The result concluded that the proposed technique
can produce quick rescheduling the for bus crew schedule in the event of LFR.
Keywords: Bus crew scheduling, Late for relief, Multi-agent system, Unpredictable
event.
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1. Introduction
An unpredictable event (UE) can happen at any time because of bus breakdown,
bus crew absenteeism, a variation of demand, and temporary traffic congestion [14]. Bus crew’s discipline is one of the causes of the unpredictable event as it will
cause trouble to the bus timetable. In this paper, we will focus to the UE that caused
by Late For Relief (LFR). There are two more types of UE from bus crew
perspective which is Late For Sign-On (LFSO) and Late For Second Work (LFSW)
[4]. When LFR occurred, the current bus crew schedules will be affected. A bus
crew schedule is a report of duties that have been pre-assigned to the bus crew
according to the bus schedule for a certain scheduling period to avoid delay in bus
travelling [5, 6]. The bus operators will be penalised if the delay of the bus is caused
by the bus crew problems or mechanical issues faced by the bus operator. If the
delay is due to the traffic congestions, they are not usually being penalised [7-9].
Therefore, majority of the bus operators will put more efforts to manage their
vehicles maintenance and the bus crew scheduling to avoid any services disruption
and penalised by the authority.
One method to overcome UE is through “crew rescheduling” [10-12]. If UE
occurs, bus schedules will remain the same, but the assignment of the bus crew will
be changed accordingly based on other crew availability. Current bus operator’s
approaches for UE are based on the static schedules [3] which have incapability of
rescheduling in a real time scenario. When UE happened, a new complete schedule
is reproduced without concerning the real time situation [13-15]. Therefore, there
is still a room of improvement that can be done, which is being highlighted in this
paper. The integration part of control, communications, and processing of the
information across various transportation system (infrastructures, vehicles and
drivers/user) can be easily done by the introduction of Internet of Thing (IoT) [16].
In the process of solving this problem, the definition of LFR needs to be understood.
LFR occurs when the bus crew is late for his/her relief between 15 to 60 minutes
time frame due to several reasons such as trapped in traffic congestion or other
emergencies. The data for the experiment are taken randomly from anonymous bus
company in London based on different schedule - large, medium and small
schedule. Two assumptions were made for this experiment based on informal
discussions with the bus operator and regulation of driving hour in European
Council (EC). First assumption, the maximum driving hours for each bus crew is
nine (9) hours in a day and each bus crew is given 45 minutes for relief time. For a
second assumption, 5 minutes extra buffer time would be given to each bus crew
to get ready for work after sign-on, to start relief, to finished relief, to start second
work and to sign-off after work. The second assumption is to avoid any lateness
and delay case, but it is not totally a privilege [16]. This paper discussed how MAS
can be implemented to solve the LFR event in crew rescheduling.

2. Late For Relief
In the event of LFR, the duties timetable should need reschedule to ensure the
availability of bus crew at the bay. The available bus crew could be from a list of
crew that finished his/her relief, the signed-on crew but has not started driving, or
crew that has finished his/her duty and do not signed-off yet [16]. The existing
manual system in case of bus crew late for relief choose another crew that has the
starting duty time nearest to the ready time of the late-crew (arrival time plus 5
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minutes). This will ensure that the late-crew does not need to wait long and will
take over the original crew’s duty that have cover him/her. Figure 1 shows the
manual system that a supervisor assigned a specific crew to the task due to other
crew LFR.

Fig. 1. Manual system to assign specific crew to the task.
The manual process is prone to errors and tedious until the match is found. The
best solution with least involvement of crew is accepted as a principle to minimise
the effect of rescheduling when more than one rescheduling is needed. As shown
in Table 1, crew B who has a duty No 16 is supposed to finish his/her first duty at
11:10. In actual real time, crew B finished his/her first duty at 11:25 which is 15
minutes late and told the supervisor at the bay. By considering the relief time (45
minutes) plus another 5 minutes preparation for each stage from finish duty 1 to the
start next duty 2, the supervisor will assign another bus crew to start duty 2.
Table 1. Scheduled time and actual real time for Crew B.

Scheduled Time (a)
(Duty No 16)
Actual Real Time (b)
Time Difference (b)-(a)

Finish
Duty 1

Start
(Relief)

Finish
(Relief)

Start
Duty 2

11:10:00

11:15:00

12:05:00

12:10:00

11:25:00
00:15:00

11:30:00
00:15:00

12:20:00
00:15:00

12:25:00
00:15:00

From Table 1, we acknowledged that, crew B will finish his/her relief time at
12:20 and will starts his/her second duty at 12:25. In other words, we can conclude
that crew B is 15 minutes late. In this situation, the company supervisor must have
assigned another crew to take over original crew B duty 2 scheduled time at
12:10:00 to avoid any delay of the bus. Another crew will be assigned to take over
the remaining duty of the crew that took over crew B’s duty (if there is a
consequences). The outcome of the manual rescheduling done by the supervisor is
shown in Table 2(a) and 2 (b). From both tables, we can also see new columns are
introduced which is ready time, new finish relief, reassignment and waiting time
for late crew. Ready time is the finished relief time minus the buffer time given (5
minutes). New finished relief is the time of next assigned duty minus buffer time.
Reassignment is a column that indicate either the crew has another duty to fulfil or
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not. Lastly, waiting time for late crew is how long the LFR crew late to take over
the duty left (if any).
Table 2(a). Rescheduling of LFR for Start Duty 2 (Duty No 16) - First round.
New
Waiting Time
Ready Finish
Duty Crew Start
Start
Need More
Finish
for
Time
Relief
Reassignment
No ID Relief
Duty 2
Relief
Late-Crew
26

H

11:20:00 12:05:00 12:10:00 12:05:00

12:15:00

Y

00:00:00

Table 2(b). Rescheduling of LFR for Start Duty 2 (Duty No 16) - Second round.
Duty Cre
No w ID
19

E

Start
Relief

Ready
Time

Finish
Relief

11:27:00 12:10:00 12:15:00

New Finish
Relief

Start
Duty 2

Need More
Reassignment

Waiting
Time for
Late-Crew

12:10:00

12:20:00

Y

00:05:00

We can conclude that in order to solve the LFR problem create by crew B, the
supervisor at bay needs to have two round of rescheduling involving crew H and
crew E. In the first round, only crew H with ready time of 12:05:00 is ready to take
over the second duty of crew B. The buffer time for finished relief in crew H is
withdrawn. Crew H original duty need to starts his/her duty after relief at 12:15:00
so another crew or crew B need to take over this duty. Since crew B ready time is
at 12:15 too so crew B cannot take over duty 2 that is left by crew H. A second
round of rescheduling need to be executed which identified crew E to take over
duty 2 of crew H. Since the duty 2 for crew E is at 12:20:00, the ideal candidate to
take over crew E’s duty 2 is crew B. Crew B will have his/her ready time at
12:15:00 and will take over duty 2 of crew E. In conclusion after second round of
rescheduling, crew H will take over duty 2 of crew B, crew E will take over duty 2
of crew H and lastly, crew B will take over duty 2 crew E. In practice, factors such
as capabilities, past experiences, and common sense of a supervisor will determine
the success of this manually crew rescheduling. Sometimes these skills are blended
inconsistently in an unorganised, and sometimes are not well-understood [17].
Some bus supervisors as reported in Taiwan [18] usually manage the abnormal
conditions in ad-hoc manner by using their knowledge and intuition. It is more or
less a common practice for the rest of the world when handling a rescheduling
manually. From the literatures also, it is argued that manual crew rescheduling has
many deficiencies that leading to difficulty in rescheduling. Thus, in this paper an
automated bus crew rescheduling is proposed to overcome these deficiencies
during rescheduling. A multi-agent system (MAS) will be used to implement the
proposed system.

3. Methods
This section explains the methods for automated bus crew rescheduling system
using MAS. MAS is defined as a system that have a population of autonomous
agents which interact with each other to reach a common objective, while
simultaneously pursuing their individual objectives [19, 20]. MAS has been
successfully used in scheduling for several problem domains such as logistics
management scheduling, manufacturing scheduling, and meeting scheduling [2123]. It has become more important in many areas that realised computer science
can be very helpful to solve problems. MAS solving the issues of distributed
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intelligence and interaction. In other words, they represent a new way of analysing,
designing, and implementing complex software systems [23, 24]. The general
advantages of MAS are extensibility, fault tolerance, scalability and able to capture
autonomy in distributed systems and dynamic environment [25, 26]. This research
proposes MAS as an approach to do automated crew rescheduling when dealing
with UE problems. Agents in MAS can adapt their behaviour dynamically when
the environments are changing and a quick solution will be produced through the
negotiations and cooperation between these agents. The proposed MAS system is
designed to help the supervisors in managing UE and minimising the effect of UE
to crew schedules. This will consequently reduce the amount of disruptions to the
bus operation. The architecture of MAS for the proposed system has two types of
agents that are known as the Crew Agent or CA and the Duty Agent or DA. The
basic architecture for crew bus scheduling is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Basic architecture for crew rescheduling using MAS.
The virtual world is the platform where all the agents can interact, communicate
and negotiate. DA will represent all the tasks/duties need to be done and CA
represent the available crews that can fulfil the tasks. Each CA and DA is given a
dedicated number to distinguish them. In this virtual world, CA agents will have to
negotiate with DA agents simultaneously until a satisfactory matching is reached.
When agent receives a message, it will use a dedicated pre-set reasoning procedures
related to the message in order to get appropriate action or answer based on its
domain specific knowledge. MAS attain its objectives from countless interaction
messages between these CA agents and DA agents. Each message delivers certain
semantics meaning that associated to a specific task and the matching process is
initiated by DA. The algorithm of MAS is summarized and presented in the
flowchart shown in Fig. 3.
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Start

1. DA send message to CAs for initializing.

2.

3.

CAs send reply message to DA

DA send message - details specification to CAs.

N
Ok?

Y
4.

CAs reply and the matching process initialize.

5.

DA will check all the all the conditions to all CAs.

N
Match ?

Y
6.

If condition match, then it will put the CA as
reservation.

7.

DA choose the best reservation according to the
matching condition. The first reservation will be
chosen if it has more than one.

DA will
message
no match
to CA

N
Chosen

Y

DA will
message decline
reservation to
CA

DA message accept
matching to CA.

Finish

Fig. 3. The flowchart for late for relief in crew rescheduling using MAS.
The experiments will be conducted using AgentPower simulation tool with 90
random data (large, medium and small schedules) collected from the bus company in
London. The name of the bus company will be remained anonymous. The MAS is
implemented by using AgentPower software. The components in AgentPower
consists of Computer Interface, Human Computer Interface, Virtual World Ontology,
and Multi-Agent Engine. The agents will communicate, interact, and negotiate in by
using virtual relation as shown in Fig. 4. In virtual world in AgentPower software,
crew resource is noted as CA and duty demand is noted as DA.
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Fig. 4. The resource agent (CA) and demand agent (DA) in virtual world.
A task or work need to be done is represented by DA or demand agent. CA or
resource agent will represent the crew that work for the bus company. CA main
responsibility is to follow the prescribed schedule to drive a bus. There are five
activities for CA in real situation. Sign On is the activity when crew report for a
duty. Drive activity is when the crew starting the engine bus and drive. Relief is the
activity for time break for crew and usually it will take at least 45 minutes. SignOff is activity when crews finish their duty and there no more duty on that day.
Lastly, StandBy activity is when the crew is in standby mode. There are a few rules
need to be adhere such as the crew cannot drive the bus continuously for more than
4.5 hours. For the time relief, it will must be at least 45 minutes for each crew and
lastly the total driving hours in a day should be at most 10 hours. DA’s represent
all a duties need to be done resulting from UE events and its objective is to find
available crew that can take the duty. In the proposed MAS architecture, DAs and
CAs interact in a virtual world until a satisfactory matching is attained. Table 3
shown a list of interaction messages that will happen in virtual world.
DA will initialize the matching process by giving a reqDriver message to all
possible CAs as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. All CAs will respond back to DA with
respond message when it received the message. Then DA will reply to all CAs with
detailsSpecs message for the corresponding duty. In return, available CAs for the
duty will send back the beginMatching message to DA. If CAs is not available, no
message will be return back to DA and the interaction stop here. DA will again
send reserved message to CA that match the condition and put this CA into the
reservation list. The process of sending reserved message to the other CA that send
beginMatching message will continue for all CAs. After all potential CAs is in the
reservation list, the negotiation will be start and DA will make the decision to
choose the best option among the CAs in the reservation list. The chosen CA will
get an acceptMatch message while the rest CAs in the reservation list will get a
declineReservation message. Figure 5 shows the activity of interactions between
DA and CAs that indicate case of matching scenario is granted.
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Table 3. Message interaction between DA and CA.
Message
Type
reqDriver

From
Sender
DA

To
Receiver
CA

respond

CA

DA

detailsSpecs

DA

CA

beginMatching
noMatch

CA
DA

DA
CA

reserved

DA

CA

acceptMatch

DA

CA

declineReservation

DA

CA

Remarks
Message sent whenever a duty needs a
crew.
Message sent as soon as a crew received
a request from a duty.
It conveys information about the details
specification of a duty.
Message sent to initiate a negotiation
Message sent to inform that there is no
match because the crew does not fulfil
the duty’s requirement.
Message sent to inform that the crew is
reserved to take the duty.
Message sent to inform that the crew is
accepted to take the duty.
Message sent to inform that the crew
reservation is rejected because there is
other crew that is more suitable to take
the duty.

Fig. 5. Sequence of messages when match is found.
Figure 6 in the other hand shows the scenario of no match is found. When this
happened, DA will send noMatch message to that particular CAs. The process of
interaction, communication and negotiation will be done in the virtual world and
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will involve lots of DA and CA agents. This will be difficult if it is done manually
by the supervisor and became worst if the supervisor is not having enough
experiences when dealing with UE events.

Fig. 6. Sequence of messages when match is not found.

4. Results and Discussion
The matching simulation is done by using AgentPower simulation tool. The
rescheduling capability is usually measured the number of matched and the time taken
to achieve the match. The best result will definitely be depending on the maximum
number of matched found with the lowest time taken. Figure 7 illustrates the experiment
results of solving LFR event using MAS in different schedule types (large, medium,
and small) and the types of duty distributions (maximum, median, and minimum).
The analysis in Table 4 and Fig. 7 demonstrate that in rescheduling successfully,
the major factor is the duty distribution. From the results show in Fig. 7, we can
conclude that two cases in large schedule (large-maximum duty, large-medium
duty), one case each in medium schedule (medium-maximum duty) and small
schedule (small-maximum duty) obtained a 100% success of rescheduling of crew.
In the medium schedule (medium-median duty), even though the total experiments
and total matched number is the same, it is not considering a success as it does not
involve any rescheduling. This is because of the duration time for the relief is
enough to absorb the delay. Table 4 will show clearly regarding to this case.
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Fig. 7. Experiment result using MAS to solve LFR for different duty schedules.
Table 4. Rescheduling analysis for solving LFR using MAS.
Large
Medium
Schedule
Schedule
Max Med Min Max Med Min
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
1
10 10 *
0

Total Experiments
Total Successful Matched
Percentage of Successful
100 100
Matched (%)
Total of Time for Successful
19.41 23.40
Matched (S)
Average Time for Successful
1.94 2.34
Matched
Total of Minutes Late
0
44
Average Minutes Late
0
4.4
* No need for rescheduling

Small
Schedule
Max Med Min
10
10
10
10
0
0

10

100

100

0

100

0

0

-

12.86

-

-

4.19

-

-

-

1.29

-

-

0.77

-

-

-

0
0

-

-

79
9.88

-

-

The average time for every rescheduling depends on the type of schedule as the
results show 1.94 to 2.43 seconds for large schedule, 1.29 seconds for medium schedule,
and 0.77 seconds for small schedule. The average minutes late are according to duty
distribution as expected (0 minutes for large-maximum and medium-maximum, 4.4
minutes for large-median, and 9.88 for small-maximum duty).

5. Conclusions
In this works, MAS is proposed as a tool to implement the automated crew rescheduling
system because it provides a quick solution in real-time and uncertain environments.
The proposed architecture consists of two types of agents that are the DA and the CA.
CA represents a bus crew, and DA corresponds to a duty that needs to find a crew. The
agents perform the rescheduling process through negotiation between them. Based on
the experiments in AgentPower simulation tool using 90 random data (large, medium
and small schedules) collected from the bus companies in London, it can be concluded
that MAS is suitable for automating the crew rescheduling process and is capable of
quick rescheduling in the event of LFR. It also reveals that the distribution of a duty
plays a major role in determining rescheduling success.
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